TREAD LIGHTLY WITH VOCO ® ST DAVID'S CARDIFF

Built
on sustainability
Sustainable
weddings
at voco® St David’s Cardiff

We look after the planet with the same care as we look after our travellers.
You can relax knowing that everything from your super comfy bed to the locally sourced ingredients
on our menu are designed to reduce our impact on the environment.

The demand for “green weddings” is on the rise. At voco® St David’s Cardiff
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GO VEGAN!
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• Grounds you to the earth
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every room, plus glass bottles in key areas of
the hotel, such as meeting rooms. Further
reduces plastic waste by 300+ bottles
yearly.THE DRESS

SOURCE A VINTAGE
OR PRE-LOVED
WEDDING DRESS

Princes Gate Spring Water Company is
based on an organic dairy farm in the foothills
of the Preseli mountains. The process is
simple, rain falls on the Preseli’s, they then
wait 15 years for it to filter through
the mineral
BRIDESMAIDS
rich rocks below until itLet
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in
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choose
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you, aim for a menu that’s
50% vegetarian.
100% Better Cotton Initiative approved
bed linen,

PLASTICS

50/50

contributing to sustainable cotton harvesting.

ADOPT A ZEROPLASTIC POLICY
VEGWARE

We’ve partered with
a sustainable
coffee brand and utilise
KEEP
IT DIGITAL
their biodegradable and compostable take
Choose to do all wedding
away cups.
correspondence digitally to
avoid paper wastage.

A GREENER STAY
CONTACT
A stdavids.vocohotels.com/weddings
greener stay helps decrease the environmental
footprint
of voco® St David's Cardiff, conserving
stdavidsevents@ihg.com
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